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even If they are not translated as pluperfect. However, the. past tens e as

alo
used,tn English ithxxx it can be used as descriptive of the events following

and the
the previous events, ithls has been erroneously used by/liberals to attempt

to show tdia contradiction. ;between Genesis I and Genesis Z, Ubd4abM

Genesis 2 lies outside the domàiñ of the present paper.

Genesis is averse whose interpretation alxx has been much disputed

There have been three-main interpretations of the pa sage There have been those

who have said -.that this is:the-summary d the whole chapter that follows.

There have- been thdec whose who have said that it is -a summary of wha t follows
peculiarly

ef all that follows In this case, verse 2 starts very.ft. 1 This

as: a summy, is followed by a detailed account. We would.expect it to start

in the- beqinrithq of the detalId process. To start with the earth already in existence,

and doGs not tell us what caused it to cone into existence So( taking the verse

1 as a sutmnry is not a very IgicalJ.nterpretation. The second interpretation

Is -that verse l:decrthes an -event followed by a situation described in

verse:Zvihich :cmea?t aàn effect of the action; described :in verse 1.

It does not say that this situation came ±jkx in immed tely after verse 1

It could. easily b interpreted . ... It could be possible that as soon as verse 1

occurs. a2 was the condition tec which resulted. It cou also be

possible that verÔlQcIirs', and then a long time passed, perhaps even

billions of years for the rise of the1 condition of the earth dGcribed in verse 2

This is only -a common sense as to the possibility of interpretation,-- -- -----------

:-'- but thrbf that is possibIex is quickly found iseasiIy foundaood

analogy is for instapce the statement in Isaiah that Sennacherib went to

-r-- - ' " -
Nlnevah a.nd1dwelt re "and it came tp pass that he WasT*ôrshipp1ng In a

temple of his god that his sons-- killed him and they sáed into the land of
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